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Why
Facebook
Groups
Creating a Vibrant Community of
Like-Minded People

Bringing people together creates energy, social proof,

nelongingness and trust.

Community & Comradery 

People go fruther together! Your group not only allows you to

coach your community towards success, they inspire each

other!

Accountability

Work smarter not harder! One-to-many opportunities allows

you to provide even more consistent follow-up, presentations

and customer service.

Follow-Up & Sales

Testimonials are HUGE for your business! And FOMO is real!

Congratulate people on their purchases and success.

FOMO
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Go to your home screen
and follow the steps
Facebook provides.

Setting up on
Facebook
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For privacy select

Private

Visible



Naming Your Group
Use key words so more people want to join
Don't include the word Mannatech 
Don't use your name (unless your name carries power)
Don't overthink it
You can change it at any time! :) 
Results and Transformation Focused
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Group Cover Photo
Dimensions are 820 x 312
Make sure group name is in it
Can add a description and any other important imformation 
Here is where you can add your name
This is seen by the public, even if your group is private
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Group
Description
This is an important piece of
information as it is also public!

This is where you will want to share informaton about

the group, what they can expect and any important

dates or deadlines.







































People can't show up to
an empty party! Make
sure you already have
something for them to
chew on.

Before You Add
People In:
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Before Your
Guests Arrive
Make sure you have these
additional 4 things

First 3 Posts (Example: welcome video, article,
poll)

Next Challenge Information

START HERE GUIDE

Set Up First Event
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Start Inviting!

Post to Social Media

Add to All Your Signatures

Persoanl Invites + E-Mail
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